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Welcome to ATTACK! a two-page occasional publication. Most of ATTACK! will be concerned with the holistic curriculum
which, if acted on, is a fundamental way to undermine the present undemocratic education system. Don’t be discouraged
if opportunities to teach holistically are limited, do your best, be a guardian, and act as a witness to this culturally
significant and inspiring way of teaching and learning. ATTACK! is a partner to
https://networkonnet.wordpress.com

Attack! 43 I taught as marvellous as a cloud Part 2
Honeycombs, wild and free honeycombs, and then it came to me: honeycomb clouds – clouds I knew to be
significant and providing.
I looked them up for further detail.
They are one of the most common of all cloud formations,
covering vast areas of the ocean and along all continents –
universality.
They are described as a self-organising system, spontaneously
forming, dynamic, coherent structures – ability to renew.
They are in the category of other self-organising networks
such as flocks of birds – a liberating thought and association.
They ‘communicate’ with each other so that they continually
alternate or reorganise themselves in a co-ordinated pattern –
flexibility, endurance, and co-operation.
The honeycomb structure allows the cloud cells to heat at the
bottom and cool at the top – emotion tempered by reasoning?
Inside the thick walls of the cells, water droplets grow and
then fall as rain – life enhancing.
The raindrops cool the air as they fall, creating downward air
currents which, as they reach the ocean, run outward, forcing
the air to move upward again to form new cells at a different
location – bountiful, generous, efficient, and renewing.
The cells’ bright tops reflect the sun’s rays into space reducing
the ocean’s warmth – a beautifully complex and intricate
system of cloud cover helping to ward off global warming – protective.
And they are clouds – free-moving, majestic, wispy, opaque, playful, mysterious – any quality you want to
read into them.
Now if that (along with the associated wild honeycomb and organic expressions) doesn’t beat a pyramid
metaphor with its back-to-the-basics’ obsessions; boxed in, linear, apex control connotations; or trickle
down trickery, I’ll go he.
When I think of Elwyn Richardson and the responses of his children to his teaching as described in In the
Early World the honeycomb cloud metaphor fits beautifully, as do all the organic ones.
Let’s make learning and teaching a cohesive experience in the children’s minds and an exciting experience
for all: teach to beautiful and life enhancing metaphors.

All in all you’re just another brick in the wall
A manifestation terrible to children’s learning motivation and
teacher professionalism is occurring – students at colleges of
education and teachers in classrooms are being structured to
believe that the central task in teaching is putting together an
array of objectives – all declared as needing to be observable
and measurable. On top of this array can be an aim, though
more often not, but if there is, always abstract and grand
sounding, bland and inert – designed to leave the field open to
the objectives to take learning in all sorts of directions as long
as they are measurable. One senses that for many teachers
the construction of such arrays is considered the ultimate in
being a professional; the pedagogical endgame. Rather than
teaching to a dynamic main aim to provide learning coherence,
teaching is fragmented to parts of learning, made worse by
learning having to be observable and measurable. That usually
leads to what should be the main aim of a curriculum area, the
essence of a curriculum area, being missing in action, actually
more, never even considered for it. For instance, in expressive
writing, the main aim, the essence of the curriculum area, is
writing with sincerity, but that main aim is very rarely stated in classroom expressive writing in New
Zealand. An array of objectives and learning outcomes headed by a bland, inert goal is not a mark of
teacher professionalism, just the reverse. And where do learning outcomes that children have to pronounce
before lessons leave discovery learning? Under the new managerialist order, teachers and principals will
have their professional development mainly directed to organisational matters and computers; on the odd
occasion when directed to the curriculum it will be undertaken by official providers with their carefully
prescribed attention to observable, therefore measurable objectives.
For an education bureaucrat, learning is red-jacketed guardsmen moving forward in tight formation; for a
holistic teacher, learning is a cognitive-affective meiosis individual to each child allowing them to move to
their own sensation. The outcomes of teaching to objectives are mainly measured – the outcomes of
teaching to aims, as much as they can be perceived, are mainly evaluated. The holistic metaphor provides
children with greater control of their environment; allows them to aspire to much more than the brittle
achievements resulting from narrow attention to technical processes; encourages them to use all their
senses in concept development; gives them confidence in what they know and do; and cultivates flexibility
of thinking and the use of the imagination.

